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Introduction: The mineralogical, physical, and 

chemical properties of chondrites record early genetic 
processes within the solar system such as nebular con-
densation, accretion, and subsequent parent body 
metamorphism. For some meteoritic material, exten-
sive chemical evolution ended with these episodes: 
post-metamorphic shock (re)heating had little or no 
significant impact on their present chemical composi-
tion. In the case of the L chondrite parent body or bod-
ies, a late (~500Ma) episode of extreme shock events 
[1-3] left many portions at high (up to 1500ºC) resid-
ual temperatures and with shock-related petrographic 
alteration [4]. Compositional differences between L 
chondrites that experienced high degrees of shock 
loading and those that experienced only mild shock 
have been extensively described [5-15]. The majority 
of these differences seem due to loss of thermally la-
bile elements and migration and subsequent macro-
segregation of metal and silicate phases [e.g. 16] dur-
ing week to month periods [17] at high residual tem-
perature.   

In samples that did not experience complete shock-
melting and melt/host segregation, was the shock-
related thermal alteration enough to create observable 
and statistically significant differences in bulk major 
element content?  Additionally, I examined if the de-
convolution of sample mass effects and possible ana-
lytical bias can place limitations on the physical scale 
of partial melting during post-metamorphic shock-
related (re)heating:  i.e. Can we use major element data 
of differently and ‘representatively’ sampled L chon-
drites to place a physical limit on the scale of post-
metamorphic metal/silicate separation as a function of 
shock loading?  What does this mean for possible 
shock-related parent body metamorphism? 

Methods and Samples:  To consider differences 
between individual elemental content in suites of 
mildly- and strongly-shocked L chondrite falls, I use 
the multivariate techniques of linear discriminant 
analysis (LDA) and logistic regression (LR) [8, 9, 18] 
in both model dependent and model independent 
forms.  For all statistical analyses, I use JMP (Version 
3.1.6.2, SAS Institute Inc.) software and replicate ran-
domization simulations were performed using Auto-
mate (Version 4.0, Network Automation, Inc).  

Major element chemical data for the the 29 L chon-
drite falls considered in this study are taken from [19]. 
For the analytical preparation of the samples con-
sidered here, between ~5g and ~16g (1.5 cm3 and 4.7 

cm3, based on the mean L chondrite volume density of 
3.31cm3/gram given by [20]) of a meteorite was taken, 
pulverized, and the resulting powders were separated 
into <100 mesh (silicate) and >100 mesh (metal) frac-
tions ([19]; E. Jarosewich, personal communication). 
In Figure 1, I show analyzed %Femetal content versus 
the quantity of L chondrite used for the preparation of 
the samples considered here, which are also indicated 
for their degree of shock loading.  The suite used for 
comparison in this work consists of 1 L4, 9 L5, and 19 
L6 chondrites.  This distribution of petrographic type 
will not bias results or conclusions [8, 21]. 

 
Figure 1.  Femetal content variation with total L chon-
drite sampled and degree of shock loading.  Since 
there is a striking statistical difference between mildly- 
(S1-S3) and strongly-shocked (S4-S6) in samples 
taken from ~1cm3 - 5cm3, the physical scale of shock-
induced metal-silicate segregation due to impact 
(re)heating was at least this volume (see text). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Results and Discussion:  Lithophiles are generally 

enriched in strongly-shocked samples while sidero-
philes are generally depleted [8].  In [8], we briefly 
noted that there was a calculable overall mass-balance 
between major element silicate and metal fractions 
within mildly and strongly-shocked L chondrite suites: 
this relationship holds with suites of the samples com-
pared here.  Moderately volatile elements (e.g. Na, P, 
K) show average depletions in strongly-shocked sam-
ples, but there is high viability in their concentrations. 
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To test the null hypothesis of identical composi-
tions of mildly- and strongly-shocked samples, I used 
statistical tests to determine the probability of rejecting 
the null hypothesis of equal composition with high 
confidence.  The lower the test value, the more signifi-
cant the difference (the lower the chance of incorrectly 
rejecting the null hypothesis) between the considered 
suites.  For purposes of discussion, I will consider sta-
tistical results of <0.05 to show strong evidence (i.e. a 
confidence of 95%) and results of <0.1 to be a moder-
ately significant.  Additionally, I used the randomiza-
tion simulation procedure to cross-validate the signifi-
cance of our tested multivariate models to ensure that 
the values are robust.  To avoid dependent variable 
(element) selection bias, I compared three suites of 
elements: lithophiles and siderophiles, lithophiles only, 
and siderophiles only.  I then repeatedly removed ele-
ments based on increasing whole-rock concentration.   

In all cases (lithophiles and siderophiles, litho-
philes, siderophiles) except two, model dependent LR 
yielded either moderately or highly significant results.  
Model-dependent LDA becomes increasingly signifi-
cant as elements are removed from the lithophile and 
siderophile suite. Lithophiles alone treated with LDA 
also become more significant as the more thermally 
labile elements are removed. This is likely because of 
the more volatile nature of elements such as Na, P, and 
K.  Again, as mentioned above, they do show high 
variability and although they tend toward depletion in 
highly-shocked samples, their variability shields statis-
tically significant results. Siderophiles, when examined 
alone, yield no to moderate significance with respect to 
shock loading examined with model dependent LDA.  
In the case of model dependent LDA, rejecting the null 
hypothesis can be done with moderate to strong sig-
nificance in cases where the elements which are the 
compositional majority (e.g. Mg, Si, Fe) are consid-
ered.   

The differences seen among lithophiles are gener-
ally due to open-system, volatility-controlled loss.  
Strongly and moderately significant differences be-
tween mildly- and strongly-shocked L falls based on 
comparisons with both lithophiles and siderophiles 
arises from metal(sulfide)/silicate segregation.  These 
samples were heated, likely for extended periods [17], 
during post-shock periods, likely up to near the 
Fe(Ni)-Fe(Ni)S eutectic of ~960°C – there is no evi-
dence for complete melting within the statistically con-
sidered sample suite.  The actual physical segregation 
of metal and silicate likely occurred as intragranular 
‘selective’ melts as a result of favorable local contact 
geometries where the local shock pressures and the 
resulting temperatures were high enough to mobilize 
metal. 

Conclusions:  Suites of mildly-shocked (S1-S3) 
and strongly-shocked (S4-S6) equilibrated L chondrite 
falls can be distinguished at statistically significant 
levels on both model-dependent and  independent 
bases when compared based on their major element 
content.  Using these observations and the sample sizes 
from which the chemically analyzed aliquots were 
derived, we can place a limit on the scale of post 
metamorphic shock-related metal/silicate segregation.  
The statistically compared samples were prepared from 
1.5 cm3 and 4.7 cm3, based on the mean L chondrite 
volume density of 3.31cm3/gram given by [20], so the 
physical partitioning of the two constituent phases is 
discernable in volumes at least this large. If 
metal/silicate segregation can occur in volumes as 
small as cm in equilibrated chondrites, their unequili-
brated predecessors may be expected to have even 
larger volumes of physical partitioning during shock 
events.  This indicates that without the necessity of 
complete melting, and only near, but not at the Fe(Ni)-
Fe(Ni)S eutectic, incipient differentiation could have 
occurred in the early solar system within even small, 
m-sized objects.  It has become clear that condensa-
tion, accretion, and differentiation of planet-sized ob-
jects occurred relatively quickly within the early solar 
system (e.g. [22]).  The results shown here suggest that 
shock-related heating could have played a role in early 
differentiation of solar system materials. 
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